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Caterpillar, chrysalis, butterfly; follow the metamorphosis of this familiar backyard creature as it

evolves into a delicate flying insect.
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Written as if the author is speaking directly to the reader, this wonderful book draws the reader into

the world of the butterfly. It does a very appropriate job of explaining the life cycle of the butterfly in

terms a preschooler can understand. The illustrations are also quite nice, not too detailed or flowery,

not too plain. They complement the simple text very well. Especially nice are the ones near the end

of the book of the little girl.However, there are many nice books for preschoolers about butterflies.

This particular book's special quality is in the way it invites the reader to imagine what it's like to be

a butterfly. My preschoolers greatly enjoy "acting out" the book, starting as a caterpillar eating it's

way out of an egg. The text is perfect for a simple preschooler "play". It gives them a creative way to

move and physically explore what they've learned.The ending to the book is very nice, too. Rather

than just stopping once the caterpillar turns into a butterfly, or after explaining the common activities

of butterflies, the book draws the reader back to reality. The reader doesn't look like a butterfly; the

reader looks like, and is, a human child. The book briefly contrasts the differences between the



butterfly and the human, listing good things about being a human.The final pages list interesting

facts about butterflies. Most are just a bit too complex for young preschoolers, but early grade

school children should appreciate them. The admonition to not touch a butterfly's wings is well done

and a nice way to end the book.

I purchased four books on butterflies for the first grade class that I adopted and unfortunately this

was the WORST book by far! It had about 20 written pages, but the information just wasn't that

great.What bothered me the most was that the book ended so abruptly. It just said not to touch a

butterfly's wings. If they cannot fly, they will die. What kind of ending is that for a children's

book??!Believe it or not, one of the absolute BEST books on butterflies is from the Cat in the Hat

series, "My, Oh My - a Butterfly!" It had the very best information, as well as a great rhyming

pattern!"The Very Hungry Caterpillar Pop-Up Book" was very cute too.I'm sorry, but save your

money with this book. I just can't recommend it at all!

Another winner from Kingfisher Publications!I just bought this book for my 2 year old daughter and

we love it! the pictures are beautiful. The text is well thought out- it is engaging and informative but

still will not overwhelm a toddler. I am going to get the rest of the books in this series in hopes that

they are all as good.

Was having a camp with my 3.5 and 4.5 great nephews. Part of it was learning about insects.The

book was pretty informative, good for their age and they seemed to like them. They picked it to be

read more than once the week I was there.

We have ordered the majority of the Backyard books for our daughter who loves science. Good

explanation, fair illustrations. Has been great for preschooler, early elementary age child regarding

understanding material and encouraging interest in science. Our favorites are "Are you a Ladybug"

and "Are you a Butterfly" but all books have been informative and fun to read! We have even

learned quite a bit as parents and one of us actually has a science background.

This is a book i would recommend to all of the preschool teachers. Great illustrations and lots of

new vocabulary.

Are you a Butterfly? Enjoyable scientific content for age appropriate learning about reaching heights



with nature all around us. Children do like this book and the illustrations in this

book.Thanks!Best,Shenna

I loved this series. They are written in a creative and interesting manner that will draw a young

reader in. They tell the information by asking questions. At the end it of the book it brings the child to

understand their attributes as well. I bought quite a number of books from this series.
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